The near future of

The goal of this essay is to explore three main
issues from the users’ side (lack of transparency
in data collecting and processing, lack of control,
to these issues and the applications. My stance
internet platforms nor to introduce some techcould become human-centered instead of advertising-driven.

ESSAY

We are currently facing potent social and
economic shifts.1 Covid-19 is not necessarily the
protagonist of these shifts but rather a catalyst. It
is accelerating the process of transforming offline

issues such as data privacy, secondary usage,
and targeted pricing. There are direct and indirect
data.

2

home and the homebody economy has suddenly
become the near-real future. In addition, there are
lots of other shifts happening online that average
users 3
since they are a hidden, abstract, discrete, and
changing phenomenon.4

15: Three layers of your digital profile
- panoptykon.org

requirements for social participation. From an

At the front-end of the internet, cheaper, smaller,
and faster chips 5 cybernate devices, bodies, and
places to construct the ‘Internet of Everything’.6

Looking back in history, there is a spectrum
the left, and no privacy on the right. The 'current'
11

from one to the other is getting
12

data privacy becomes pseudo-proposition in the
future and blockchain-based digital identity like
SoLid 13 and interoperability 14

the 'Like' button are designed to help track data.7
intensively developed. Subjects related to digital

1: The last global crisis didn't
change the world. But this
one could.
3: 74% of Facebook users say
they did not know that this
list of their traits and interests existed
— Facebook Algorithms and
Personal Data
5: Smaller faster cheaper
over the future of computerchips
7: How am I being tracked?
Behavioural Advertising 101
9: The intricate tale of
demand and supply of personal data

current tendencies from individual users and companies says that data collection is inexorable, but

11: In these extractive activities it follows the Street
View model: incursions into
legally and socially undefended territory until resistance is encountered.
— Big other: surveillance
capitalism and the prospects
of an information civilization

and 0s that represent you in the systems. The current visual representation is seen in the ad setting
page. Google, Facebook, Instagram have different

13: Interoperability is a
characteristic of a product or
system, whose interfaces are
completely understood, to
work with other products or
systems, at present or in the
future, in either implementation or access, without any
restrictions
— Wikipedia
— When and how ict interoperability drives innovation

for activities such as advertising.
It’s more important to understand the relationship
to leverage the balance. Opting out of the system
is one utopic solution,8 although it’s not practical.
Unveiling the supply and demand of personal
data:9 More shared data piped into algorithms
improves performance, better algorithm performance leads to higher advertising revenue and
better-customized services, and higher revenue
increases investment in algorithm development.

based on our online trace and activities.

times in her article "Big Other" to describe multiple
It’s not hard to imagine that by merely building
-

10

ric reciprocity, as described in Varian's claim:

could infer behavioral patterns. Even more so
-

15

done by

2: The rise of the 'homebody
economy' means you can
have all your food, alcohol,
clothing and entertainment
brought to your door.
— The ‘homebody economy’
gains steam in China amid
Covid-19 pandemic
4: A Probe into the Symbol
Form of Symbolized Design
6: Embracing the internet of
everything to capture your
share of $14.4 Trillion
— Cisco White Paper 2013
8: My experiment opting out
of big data made me look
like a criminal
10: Beyong Big data - Hal R.
Varian P.5
12: Moore's law is the observation that the number of
transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles about
every two years
— wikipedia
14: The ultimate goal of Solid
is to allow users to have full
control of their own data,
including access control and
storage location.
— Tim Berners-Lee

5

likes, search queries, and other types of personal
The second layer is one step further. It consists
of your behavioral patterns like your typing speed,
mouse movements, location pattern, voice recognition results, internet connection frequency,
etc. These are not conscious choices you make,

1: Most digital cameras
record the GPS coordinates
of a photo you take in the
EXIF metadata.
— Image EXIF data

requires companies to bring more transparency
6
Thus, before blockchain-based digital identity and interoperability
-

4:
Commercial television delivers 20 million people a minute.
In commercial broadcasting the viewer pays for the privilege
of having himself sold.
It is the consumer who is consumed.
You are the product of t.v.
You are delivered to the advertiser who is the customer.
He consumes you.
The viewer is not responsible for programming—
You are the end product.
— Richard Serra "Television Delivers People" (1973)

over personal data. Other than transparency and
expect feedback, like psychological mind-map-

the data you shared.1 The third layer is composed
-

5: Transparent information,
communication and modalities for the exercise of the
rights of the data subject
— Art. 12 GDPR

eses. But such a phenomenon had been studied
vance and validity.

even invented.
2

preliminary grounding, data collection, data
preparation, data mining, interpretation, application, and institutional decision. The purpose of

2,3: Profiling (information
science)
— Wikipedia

"Filter bubble",7
book that critiques algorithms that are enhanc-

8: We Are Data: Algorithms
and the Making of Our
Digital Selves
— John Cheney-Lippold
9: Data Derivatives: On the
Emergence of a Security Risk
Calculus for our Times
— Louise Amoore

6: EU Privacy Law Snares Its
First Tech Giant: Google
10: Social media is one of
those institutions, and in my
view, is clearly a polarization
accelerant. In the coming
years it may prove a primary
driver. But the bulk of the
run-up in American party
polarization predates social
media, which means social
media isn’t core to the story.
— Interview with Ezra Klein

because the diminishing incentive of the subject
is complemented by the algorithms. One used

"it is not simply a matter of computerized
crimination, targeted servicing, fraud detection, and extensive social sorting." 3
From the perspective of tech companies, data
could help them link advertising to the targeted
group of people. 'Internet’ delivers people, "you are
the end product." 4
In the near future, I do not expect any fundamental

the information recommended by algorithms
reactively. The book "We are data" 8 brought up the
idea of "data derivatives" 9 to critique algorithms
that extrapolate the future based on present and
by Ezra Klein, provides a political perspective.10
Media, Congress, candidates, journalists, and
feedback loop that accelerates the process of
adopting more polarized strategies. Political polarization is just one of the associated effects and

7: Left: Resist, anti-Trump
Right: The US political landscape
— This is what filter bubbles actually look like

different models being used amongst different
platforms. One relies more on algorithm recommendation. The other one relies more on the
adapt to or favor one of the models according to
their strategy.1 From the user's side, there have
been complaints about content fatigue,2
caused by an algorithm constantly pushing sim-

about restructuring timelines.3 There is a button
to opt-out from algorithms to have a regular timeline.4 There is an option to avoid content fatigue,
5

interested'. What is getting peculiar here is that if

1: What are the differences
between instagram, facebook
and twitter’s algorithms?

"in the fact that typical user has little or no

3: Put Down the Pitchfork - A
Twitter Algorithm Won't
Ruin Anything

the full range of personal data that they contribute to Google’s servers, the retention of
9
talized and monetized."
Furthermore, concerns around using algorithm
modifying behavior emerged after Facebook’s
emotional contagion experiment 10
to the public.

5: What can I do if I see a
post I don't like in Instagram
Search & Explore?
7: Facebook is finally rolling
out a dislike button - sort of
10: Experimental evidence
of massive-scale emotional
contagion through social
networks

This essay is not trying to introduce a method to
ourselves 11
feedback loop might help change your behavior.
Does the internet user need some feedback about

give a click on 'not interested' to something overcan information be designed to offer feedback for
There is very little feedback conveyed from the
platform to users, needless to say, feedback for
analysis feedback. Eli Praiser mentioned in his
Ted Talk 6 that structured physical spaces give
people social feedback. But in the online environa lack of body language and expression generated
7

Shoshana
Zuboff mentioned in his article "Big Other" 8 that
tech companies
"eliminate the need for, or possibility of, feedtions."
The reason is to separate subjective meaning (rev-

12

excellent examples of paradigm shifts since it

12: Tips for Getting the Most
Out of Spotify

2: Why YouTubers are feeling
the burn
4: About your Twitter
timeline
6: What obligation do social
media platforms have to the
greater good?
8,9: Big other: surveillance
capitalism and the prospects
of an information civilization
— Shoshana Zuboff
11: Myside bias in thinking
about abortion

In a nutshell, lack of control from the user's
side, lack of transparency in data collecting and
mation bias are the three main issues in digital
ping data collection and changing the goal of digion algorithms. The degree of transparency needs
opt-out, the political correctness of the existence
of those options is more important than their practicality.

8
avatar,7
Mimesis 1.0
meets the requirement of substituting the current

azine, mentioned that a feedback loop involves
four distinct stages: 9 evidence, relevance, consequence, and operation. The data comes in

3: The rise of APIs

and processed. Second, the information must be
-

1

5: Platform: Twitter
Account: GigiHadid
Count: 116
Time: 2018 summer
- Mimesis 1.0

Mimesis starts by modifying the preliminary
ing, into constructing a feedback loop for users.
The fundamental logic is to reuse existing data
"reusing existing data."2 Since some platforms
offer public and friendly API, 3 it is possible to

1: Mimesis is a term used in
literary criticism and philosophy that carries a wide range
of meanings which include
imitation, nonsensuous,
similarity, receptivity, representation, mimicry, the act of
expression, the act of resembling, and the presentation
of the self.
— Wikipedia

7: In computing, an avatar
(also known as a userpic) is
the graphical representation
of the user or the user's alter
ego or character. An icon or
figure representing a particular person in a video game,
Internet forum, etc.
— Wikipedia

2: Developers will be able to
easily innovate by creating
new apps or improving current apps, all while reusing
existing data that was created
by other apps
— SoLid
4: Get Tweet timelines
8: ‘It is the reflection of a
basic reality. It masks and
perverts a basic reality. It
masks the absence of a basic
reality. It bears no relation to
any reality whatever: it is its
own pure simulacrum.’
— Jean Baudrillard: Simulacra and Simulations
9: Harnessing the Power of
Feedback Loops - Thomas
Goetz

son can recalibrate a behavior, make a decision,
and act. Then the action is evaluated, and the
feedback loop can run again; each step triggers
All data collected from the users after being processed is conveyed back to the user. Mimesis

line, and mention timeline. The home timeline
4

5

pattern and left the future paths, such as being

6: tree ring
— LintonArt Shop

represent the user's thoughts. Mimesis 1.0 pulls
because the message unveiled in the graph 10 is
not related to diversity. Diversity of perspective
meaning positive, neutral and negative. After
that, it uses Processing to match these digits to
10: Data Distribution
- Mimesis 1.0

6

stores
data about climate and atmospheric conditions,
Mimesis 1.0 stores personal sentiment data. It is
a visual representation of the internet user. It is an

11

The color inside the bubble has

to illuminate is the information relevant to the
diversity of perspectives.

11: Filter bubble
— Ted talk: Beware online 'filter bubbles'

Mimesis 2.0 1 is the speculative result based
of data input that could represent the user's
epistemology and ideology. Input data should
be analysed by a customized cluster analysis
cluster analysis model 2 but also much higher
complexity during the process. The MobileNet 3

model should generate neither clusters that are
too general, nor clusters that are too scattered.

2: Cluster analysis is a class
of techniques that are used
to classify objects or cases
into relative groups called
clusters.
— Cluster analysis
9: Beyond the Perception-Behavior Link: The Ubiquitous
Utility and Motivational
Moderators of Nonconscious
Mimicry

amount of colors being used and an appropri-

3: Everything you need to
know about MobileNetV3
8: The three levels are
visceral, behavioral, and
reflective.
— Emotion Design - Don
Norman
10: IDEO’s Tim Brown on
Using Design to Change
Behavior

comprehend. The complexity of ideal Mimesis

by enormous labeled datasets,4

and proves the logic and process, and Mimesis
image database organized according to the Wordprogram. Thus, I believe it is manageable. Plus,

5

it generates several clusters. The names of these
clusters are subsets of the labels in the data set,
6

is the ad interest list. It just needs some adjust5: Example of clusters

There are a lot of details in the process 7 unre-

1: Platform: Twitter
- Mimesis 2.0

interested in animals, but the information about
animals in his feed has depth and breadth. The

This is an information design project.
This is an avatar design project.
This is a UX design project.
This is a generative design project.
This is also a speculative design project.

information about each topic lacks depth. Which
the case changes from scenario 1 to scenario 2,

8

Emotional Design
perception, and changing behavior.
7: Platform: Twitter
- Mimesis 2.0

compatible label system for the stream of diver-

Perception and behavior are tightly interconnected 9
simple digital tools to provide feedback as an ad10
.
to let users use the Mimesis rather than an inforconvert information design outcomes into tools

6: Color mapping List resource-imagenet

for other activities. Pantone linked global environ1

-

loop: evidence, relevance, consequence, and
operation, Mimesis embedded in the background
functions as the relevant evidence of the user's

4: Aside from your current
location and gender, it’s
just your age, distance and
gender preferences to start.
Proximity is a key factor
- The method beind our
matching

categories of posts, the diversity of colors in Mithe same idea of generating customized results
logo generator." 2
completes the feedback loop.
Mimesis 1.0, a customized graph, could be interpreted as an avatar. The applied platform is
Tinder.3
Snapchat and Instagram photos. From a user's
perspective, bridging Snapchat and Instagram

Finally, the speculative scenarios outlined here
need to be a proof of concept that could generate
revenues through further experimentation, research, and development of policy.

though it might turn into a concern for some users. Mimesis shares the same idea offering Tinder

1: Living Coral
— Pantone color of the Year 2019

3: Tinder
Mimesis 1.0

On top of that, Mimesis provides an alternative
for matching algorithms.4 In color practice, there
are multiple choices to collocate different colors.
What if matching algorithms could use Mimesis
as a source to incorporate color combination
theory 5
distance, and gender preferences but also on their
Mimesis matches.
For Mimesis 2.0 and the ideal Mimesis, the
speculative application happens on platforms
functioning as user's information resources. In
this scenario, the demonstration 6 executes on

analyzed by the system, and the analysis outcome
6: Instagram Home page
- Mimesis

ticality and policy issues. My point is to demonto tech companies.

2: Casa da Música logo generator
— sagmeister

5: Complementary, harmony,
calming, split, dynamic, vivid
-Color combinations

